
April, 12 2017 Meeting Minutes -
APPROVED
Meeting commenced 13:00 PST

Roll call (Tony C) - quorum achieved

Proposed agenda
Roll call
Review / approval of the agenda
Review of previous meeting minutes (March 15, 2017) (March 29 did not have quorum)
Deadlines (Tony C.)
V3.0

Items from PR comments on 2.4 - proposals required
Item 12 – make the doc match the header file (Chris Z)
Item 20 – might be replaced by work Dina is already doing (Dina K)
Item 13, 21 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Dina K)
Items 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation
content for header file items noted (Bob R)
Item 17 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Tim H)

EncryptCancel/DigestCancel/etc (Darren J)
Additional ECC Curves (Darren J)
Testing Profiles (Mark J & Anthony B.)
AEAD/AES GCM proposal/Extending Function Table/Forking (Bob R & Tim H)
Function table (Bob R)
CKM_AES_KEY_WRAP_PAD (Dieter B.)
KMIP Mappings (Tim H)
Associating Attributes to Wrapped Keys (Graham S)
DSA text improvements (Dina K, Bob R & Tony C)
TLS text improvements (Dina K)
CKM_NULL (Dina K)
C_LoginUser (Tim H)
IPsec Derive (Bob R)
Provisioning (Bob R)
SP-800-108 - KDF (Darren J)
Blockchain (David)
Additional ECC Curves (Darren J)

Call for late arrivals
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Adjourn
Motion to approve Agenda

Tim moved. Gershon seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Motion
approved.

Motion to approve meeting minutes
March 15, 2017
Greg moved. Gershon seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Minutes
approved.

Deadlines
Reminder of May 1 deadline for ballot/motions on items to be included in v3.0

V3.0
Items from PR comments on 2.4 - proposals required
Item 12 – make the doc match the header file (Chris Z)

Chris not on the call, deferred.
Item 20 – might be replaced by work Dina is already doing (Dina K)

Needs a new owner
Item 13, 21 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for header file
items noted (Dina K)

Needs a new owner
Items 14, 15, 16, 18, 19 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for
header file items noted (Bob R)

Comments going back and forth on the alias. Bob will work on a proposal. tony: we
need to respond to the public review comments? Valerie: we have already responded to
Jaroslav, saying we would consider these changes for the future. So, no need to loop
back formally. Any comments on them? Tim says they seem reasonable. bob will move
forward on a proposal.

Item 17 – provide proposal for the proposed documentation content for header file items
noted (Tim H)
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Looked back also at Mike St. John's older proposal. Taking a minimalistic approach.
Folks - please take a look.

EncryptCancel/DigestCancel/etc (Darren J)
Draft was uploaded on 28 March 2017. No comments have been coming in. Geoffry
Hird would rather the names were flipped (ie C_CancelEncrypt - Verb/Noun). Tim noted
that we are not consistent with this with the newer areas. Tony believes the old naming
convention would not work for some other new functions. Some issues about Digest Init
and an error code, Darren J. agreed they should be fix. Are these issues editorial (ie
should we leave it to the editor). Valerie would rather see a quick fix, Tim would rather
move forward. Tony recommended

** Motion: Approve the proposal for C_EncryptCancel/C_DigestCancel as put forth by Darren
J, with the amendments to clarify Digest Init and error code . Tim Moves, Dieter seconds. No
objections, abstentions or comments. Motion approved.
Additional ECC Curves (Darren J)

progress made, not quite ready to get to the team - will have by next meeting.
Testing Profiles (Mark J & Anthony B.)

deferred.
AEAD/AES GCM proposal/Extending Function Table/Forking (Bob R &
Tim H)

Dave noticed GMAC and GCM in 2.40 errata 1 had issues, while reviewing Bob's
proposal. HMAC is used instead of GMAC in a few places, and error with IV
parameters. IV length is specified as being between 1-512 and it should be between
1-256. Dave will have something for next meeting.
Added functions to operate w/out a token and a comment that applications should be
ready to operate w/out a token. token would not have to implement "no generatre" (and
FIPS tokens probably wouldn't. Changes have been uploaded to the reflector.

** Motion to approve Bob's proposal uploaded 11 April 2017, Tim moves, Dave's seconds, no
objections, abstentions or comments. Motion Approved.
CKM_AES_KEY_WRAP_PAD (Dieter B.)

Uploaded version 2, but had a small copy/paste error found by bob. will upload version
3 tomorrow. Bob: is it a good time to allocate identifier? Consensus is yes. Bob will send
the allocated identifier.

** Motion to approve CKM_AES_KEY_WRAP_PAD proposal uploaded by Dieter B. 11
April 2017 with cut and paste error fixed and identifier added. Tim moved, Darren seconded.
no objections, abstentions or comments. Motion Approved.
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KMIP Mappings (Tim H)
no update.

Associating Attributes to Wrapped Keys (Graham S)
deferred.

DSA text improvements (Dina K, Bob R & Tony C)
Bob allocated the identifier, but Dina hasn't uploaded it. Dina will upload before the next
call.

TLS text improvements (Dina K)
No substantive changes since the last upload, someone else could pick up what was
uploaded from the face-to-face. Any volunteers?

CKM_NULL (Dina K)
dina can no longer work on this. Any volunteers?

C_LoginUser (Tim H)
Tim sent out something, Darren had some comments. Haven't made any progress from
there. Do we need a formal proposal? no more comments, but making it a formal
proposal would be good. Tim will work on making a formal proposal.

IPsec Derive (Bob R)
No progress.

Provisioning (Bob R)
posted a proposal on April 7. Thinks there are somethings that may generate heartache
with some people, to reuse existing HW Object as a profile indicator. then the value
points to a CK_ULONG and also modifies the policy to indicate the name for each of
the policies in the header files. reuse of CK_VALUE as a CK_ULONG, that might give
some aggregators or code that parses pk11 stuff generally, this may be another
exception. tim prefers a new attribute, bob will update the proposal and reupload. Also
will add some other clarifications around the HW object.

SP-800-108 - KDF (Darren J)
Feedback from Dieter and Daniel. Ignore what was sent out, as it needs more work.
Update is coming
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Blockchain (David)
Working internally, no update.

Call for late arrivals
Jeff and Bob R. noted.

Motion to Adjourn
Tim moved. Dave seconded. No objections, comments or abstentions. Motion approved.

Meeting Adjourned at 1:55PM PST
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